
Winter Backpacking Gear List  

Winter Changes in Blue 

-Sleeping bag (Rated to 10-20 Degrees) (0-15 Degrees) (Consider additional liners 

for lower rated bags. Note that the stated degree rating that the packaging says it 

adds is typically not accurate, good rule is to cut the number in half.  4 pounds or 

less, lighter is better, goose down is lighter than synthetic filling. (Sleeping bag 

should be stored in a water proof stuff sack, sil nylon is a good option) 

-Sleeping Pad (Foam or air), Pad is important for insulation and comfort. Foam is 

generally lighter, and air is generally more comfortable. Consider pads with more 

insulation (higher R-value). 

-Tent- 3 season, between 1-4 pounds. (Hammock is an option as well, generally 

needs specialized quilts to stay warm. A three season hammock set up generally 

weighs just as much if not more than a tent, sleeping bag and pad.) Hammock 

camping is difficult in winter without specialized quilts, read the book “The 

Ultimate Hang” to gain more knowledge of effective winter hammock camping.  

-Pack (45-70 Liters) 4 lbs or less.  

(These items are the big 4 and will and will constitute the biggest part of your gear 

budget) 

 

Clothing  

-Light weight rain jacket (8-14 ounces), rain pants optional, also consider rain 

skirts for a light weight option. Consider rain pants if temperatures fluctuate 

between below and above freezing.  

-Light weight down jacket or synthetic fill jacket, (lightest option for a good warm 

coat) Still using light weight down or synthetic fill but consider jackets with more 

insulation, closer to what you would call a parka. Also consider down pants.  

-Mid to light weight gloves and warm hat. Consider warmer gloves and hat, also 

adding some sort of neck protection or face masks in winter. 

-Light weight long johns top and bottom 



-Mid weight long johns top and bottom (Mid and light weight base layers can be 

excessive and a bit heavy most will trim this down to two or three options instead 

of four) In winter you need a dry set of base layers at the end of the day, down 

pants can lighten your layering system a lot.  

-Synthetic running or hiking shorts, two pair. (town clothes optional, many 

consider the weight excessive) Consider pants in winter for added wind 

protection.  

-Synthetic or light weight wool short sleeve t-shirt 1 or 2. May be hiking in long 

sleeves instead.  

 

-Light weight trail runner or light weight mid top hiker. Water resistant shoes for 

snow conditions.  

-2-3 pairs of synthetic or wool socks, light weight wool ideal. Adding one pair of 

heavy winter socks for end of the day and emergency 

-Gators optional 

Cooking and water treatment 

- 1 light weight cook pot, titanium is lightest, aluminum options as well. 

- 1 light weight spork, plastic or titanium.  

- 1 light weight backpacking stove, (canister or denatured alcohol). 

- Light weight water filter or chemical treatment. (Sawyer squeeze is a very 

popular light weight option.) Do not let filters freeze!!! 

 

Miscellaneous items  

-Light weight pocket knife 

-2 bandannas 

-Trail data book or maps or both 

-Pack cover and pack liner, (liner can be trash bag) 

-Head lamp and small key chain backup. (1 set of replacement batteries for main 

head lamp) 



-Food bag. 15-20 liters 

-Water bottles or bladder. 4 liter carry potential, (generally only use 2 so an 

additional light weight collapsible 2 liter bladder is good option.) One hard plastic 

water bottle that can hold hot liquids for an emergency hot water bottle.  

-Lighter, and backup fire source.  

-Water proof stuff sacks for clothes and sleeping bag.  

-Light weight trowel (shovel) for digging deep cat holes for #2. 

-50 feet of cord for hanging a bear bag.  

-Sun glasses (snow reflects the sun into your eyes and can cause a condition called 

snow blindness from prolonged exposure) 

-Small amount of good fire tinder for emergency.  

First aid (minimal) 

-Band aids 

-Chap stick  

-antibiotic ointment. (minimal) 

-Blister treatment (mole skin, or blister pads) 

-Body glide or anti chafe product. (travel size) 

-Ankle wrap or tape, (minimal) 

-Small amount of gear tape 

-Small amount of duct tape 

-Toilet paper, biodegradable if possible. Carry a little more than you think you will 

need 

-Wet ones/baby wipes, small amount.  

 

 

 



 

 


